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HIGHLIGHTS

methanation effectively promoted by high pressure and reactant utilization.
• Internal
outlet CH fraction up to 30 vol.% at 0.3 A/cm and large stack cooling.
• Stack
outlet CH fraction only up to 15 vol.% to achieve high system efficiency.
• Stack
• Internal methanation as internal heat source preferred by endothermic operation.
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ABSTRACT

Keywords:
Energy storage
Power-to-methane
Solid-oxide eletrolyzer
Co-electrolysis
CO2 utilization
Pressurized operation
Internal methanation

This paper presents a model-based investigation to handle the fundamental issues for the design of co-electrolysis
based power-to-methane at the levels of both the stack and system: the role of CO2 in co-electrolysis, the benefits of
employing pressurized stack operation and the conditions of promoting internal methanation. Results show that
the electrochemical reaction of co-electrolysis is dominated by H2O splitting while CO2 is converted via reverse
water-gas shift reaction. Increasing CO2 feed fraction mainly enlarges the concentration and cathode-activation
overpotentials. Internal methanation in the stack can be effectively promoted by pressurized operation under
high reactant utilization with low current density and large stack cooling. For the operation of a single stack,
methane fraction of dry gas at the cathode outlet can reach as high as 30 vol.% (at 30 bar and high flowrate of
sweep gas), which is, unfortunately, not preferred for enhancing system efficiency due to the penalty from the
pressurization of sweep gas. The number drops down to 15 vol.% (at 15 bar) to achieve the highest system
efficiency (at 0.27 A/cm2). The internal methanation can serve as an effective internal heat source to maintain
stack temperature (thus enhancing electrochemistry), particularly at a small current density. This enables the coelectrolysis based power-to-methane to achieve higher efficiency than the steam-electrolysis based (90% vs 86%
on higher heating value, or 83% vs 79% on lower heating value without heat and converter losses).

1. Introduction
European Union has set the goal of reducing greenhouse gases by
80% in 2050 from 1990 [1], for which the use of renewable energy
sources will play a significant role, particularly, in the power-generation sector. A new record of wind-power utilization has been set in

Denmark with 43.6% of its total power consumption supported by wind
turbines in 2017 [2]. The contribution of renewable energy sources to
electricity consumption is expected to be 30% in the European Union
and 50% in Denmark by 2030 [3].
The high penetration of intermittent renewable energy sources requires large-scale energy storage, e.g., pumped-hydro, compressed-air
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Nomenclature

dp
eff
DKn,
i
eff
Di, j

Abbreviations
CE
DGM
HEN
HHV
LHV
LSCF
MILP
MINLP
OCV
PtM
RWGSR
SE
SMRR
SOE
SRU
TPB
UF
WGSR
YSZ

co-electrolysis
dusty gas model
heat exchanger network
high heating value
lower heating value
(La,Sr)(Co,Fe) O3−δ
mixed-integer linear programming
mixed-integer nonlinear programming
open circuit voltage
power-to-methane
reverse water-gas shift reaction
steam electrolysis
steam-methane reforming reaction
solid-oxide electrolyzer/electrolysis
serial repeating unit
triple phase boundary
utilization factor
water-gas shift reaction
Yttria-stabilized zirconia

E
h
J
J0 , J
k
L
M
n
p
p
R
rg
TC
TK
V
Z
F

Superscripts

Mathematical Symbols

H

E
Q
F
neq, irxn
Ni
r

µ

Mi, j

B
cirxn, i

particle diameter, m
effective Knudsen diffusion coefficient of species i, m2/s
effective binary diffusion coefficient of the species i and j,
m2/s
activation energy, J/mol
molar specific enthalpy, GJ/kmol
current density, A/cm2
exchange current density, A/cm2
pre-exponential factor, physical units varied
length, m
molecular weight, g/kmol
the number of species, –
total gas pressure, Pa
saturation pressure, bar
universal gas constanct, J/mol/K
pore radius, m
temperature, °C
temperature, K
voltage, V
molar fraction, –
Faraday constant, 9.6485e4 C/mol

0
her, HER
oer, OER
TPB

asymmetry charge-transfer co-efficient, –
enthalpy of reaction
thickness, m
energy flow, GJ/h
energy loss, GJ/h
molar flowrate, kmol/h
extent of reaction i rxn , kmol/h
molar fraction of species i, mol/s/m2
reaction rate, kmol/h/m3
porosity, –
surface site density, mol/m2
sticking coefficient, –
viscosity coefficient, Pa s
dimensionless diffusion collision integral, –
molar flowrate, kmol/h
average molecular weight of binary mixture, g/kmol
mean characteristic length, –
tortuosity, –
average Lennard-Jones characteristic length, –
permeability, m2
stoichiometry coefficient of the species i for the reaction
i rxn , –

gas channel-electrode surface
hydrogen evolution reaction
oxygen evolution reaction
triple phase boundary

Subscripts

i, j
i rxn
act
d
e
ec
elec
gc
her, HER
in
loss
mic
nernst
oer, OER
ohm
tot

energy storage [4,5], flow battery [6] and chemical storage. The storage
of hydrogen and derived chemicals, e.g., ammonia and methane, is
regarded as the only viable option for electricity storage at a scale of
over 10 GWh [7]. Methane storage is particularly advantageous due to
the existing, large-scale infrastructure. The available capacity of methane storage has been reported to be over 1100 TWh, equivalent to 1/3
of the yearly power generation or the total yearly renewable power
generation in Europe [8]. It is also mentioned that the natural-gas
consumption illustrates stronger seasonal variation than the use of
electricity, and electricity alone will not be able to meet peak energy
demand unless massive additional investments are made into power
infrastructure [8]. Considering that natural-gas transmission infrastructure is on average 10 times cheaper than power lines/cables [8],
methane storage seems to be the most promising means of large-scale
seasonal energy storage.

species index
reaction index
activation
desorption
electrolyte
electrochemical
electricity
gas channel
hydrogen evolution reaction
inlet
loss
metallic interconnect
nernst
oxygen evolution reaction
ohmic
total

Converting electricity to methane, namely power-to-methane (PtM),
is mostly achieved by combining electrolysis and methanation.
Compared with low-temperature alkaline or proton-exchange-membrane electrolyzers, high-temperature solid-oxide electrolyzer (SOE)
enables high-efficient PtM conversion with the advantages of (1) high
electrolysis (electrical) efficiency, (2) the ability of co-electrolysis (CE)
of CO2 and H2O to produce syngas with suitable composition for
downstream chemical synthesis [9], and (3) thermal coupling between
the methanator and electrolyzer [10]. At the cell and stack levels, the
design and manufacturing of cell and stack continue to be improved in
order to enhance the performance, durability and scalability. For example, a Danish project, Towards Solid Oxide Electrolysis Plants in 2020,
has demonstrated the durability of such cells under high current density
implying the stability and performance of state-of-the-art SOE [3]. The
BALANCE project [11] aims at demonstrating the use of the SOE for
1433
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grid balancing with real-time simulated wind profiles. The ECo project
[12] focused on the improvement of the SOE cell for CE operation
considering various impurities in different CO2 sources. The capacity of
a single eletrolyzer stack is currently between 3 and 15 kW. The kWlevel stacks can be assembled to stack modules to build large plants in a
similar fashion as the largest commercial solid-oxide fuel cell plant [13]
(250 kW) based on 1 kW stack. The 100–200 kW fuel-cell stack modules
are under development by several companies. Enlarging the capacity of
a single stack might be more effective for scale-up. The stacks of
6–25 kW at fuel cell mode or 20–75 kW at electrolyzer mode have been
or soon become available thanks to, e.g., SOLIDpower [14] and Sunfire
[15]. These large-capacity stack concepts might facilitate the scale-up
of SOE plants to several MW-level and higher. At the system level, methanation heat can be used to generate steam for the SOE, which is
investigated by several projects. The HELMETH project [16] was supposed to demonstrate the coupling under pressurized conditions with
an overall system efficiency of 76% (based on a higher heating value,
HHV) [17]. The PENTAGON project [18] proposed to demonstrate a
small-scale plant by using intermediate heat transfer fluid (thermal oil)
to realize such thermal coupling. The system design via steam electrolysis (SE) performed and compared for different stack operating
points showed a maximum achievable efficiency of 85% (HHV) at 700
°C (stack inlet temperature) and 26 bar [19].
On the system design and operation of SOE-based PtM plants, there
are still some fundamental issues not sufficiently addressed in the literature, particularly, for the cases with CE, where methane can be
produced inside the stack via the so-called internal methanation in the
presence of nickel:

investigation on the effects of various operating variables has been
performed by the authors in [26]; however, the study was based on a
stack model without considering the internal methanation at the
cathode side, which could bias the conclusions obtained there.
With such contexts, this paper aims at answering the above two
critical questions from both the stack and system levels via process
system engineering methodologies. The main tasks include:
– develop a procedure to automatically identify feasible, practical
stack operating/design points,
– identify the conditions to maximize methane production at the stack
level, and
– investigate the effects of pressurized operation and the benefits of
internal methanation at the system level
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the
system concept of the investigated PtM is introduced by emphasizing
catalytic methanation and reactor concepts (Section 2.1). Then, process
modeling is handled in Section 3 with detailed mathematical formulations of the SOE (Section 3.1.2), the procedures for model calibration
(Section 3.1.3), and the identification of feasible operating points
(Section 3.1.4). Afterwards, the methodology employed to the system
design at a conceptual level is given in Section 4. The results are further
discussed in Section 5 to answer the aforementioned two research
questions, which are then concluded in Section 6.
2. Power-to-methane via co-electrolysis of H2O and CO2
2.1. Catalytic methanation and reactor concepts

– is it beneficial to operate the stack under pressurized conditions?
– which conditions are preferred by internal methanation and is it
beneficial at the system level?

For the methanation of CO2 (200–550 °C, 5–30 bar), thermodynamic fundamentals have been intensively discussed elsewhere, e.g.,
[27–29]. The active reactions involved are CO2 methanation (Eq. (1)),
CO methanation (Eq. (2)) and reverse water-gas shift reaction (RWGSR,
Eq. (3)):

At the cell and stack level, it has been observed in [20–22] that the
pressurized operation of the SOE leads to (1) an increased open circuit
voltage (OCV) and an enhanced mass diffusion to relieve local reactant
shortage occurring at high reactant utilization [22], which reduces the
increased concentration overpotential caused by the lack of reactants,
and (2) an increased internal methane production for CE [23], since the
outlet gas of the SOE is close to chemical equilibrium [22]. Recently, a
stack tested at 18.7 bar and 700 °C showed a significant internal methane production, 18 vol.% of dry gas at the cathode outlet [24]. From
the system viewpoint, pressurized stack operation might be energetically favored [25]; however, this might be only true for specific
design points, e.g., at a low current density. The systematic

CO2(g) + 4 H2(g) → CH4(g) + 2H2O(g), ΔH(25 °C)=−165 kJ/mol

(1)

CO(g) + 3H2(g) → CH4(g) + H2O(g), ΔH(25 °C) = −206 kJ/mol

(2)

CO2(g) + H2(g) → CO(g) + H2O(g), ΔH(25 °C) = 41 kJ/mol

(3)

The limiting factors for methanation reactions are the kinetics at a
low temperature and chemical equilibrium at a high temperature
[26,28]. Therefore, the literature focused on catalysts (e.g., Ni or Ru
Fig. 1. Schematic of SOE-based power-tomethane system with air as the sweep gas
(adjusted from [26]). The system boundary
for this investigation is represented by the
dashed rectangular. Heat exchanger network
is not explicitly designed but its performance
is estimated with classical chemical engineering method in, e.g., [39]. The membrane module is sized to achieve a methane
purity (over 96 vol.%) for gas-grid injection.
For the purpose of this paper, the purge
stream for the recirculation loop of the methanation subsystem to avoid the accumulation of inert species is not considered, since it
does not affect largely the system efficiency
and methane yield for the presented conceptual system.
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with Al2O3 or TiO2 bases [27]) and reaction mechanisms (e.g.,
[30–33]), and design/operation single reactor (e.g., [34]) and reactor
systems (e.g., [16,28,35]) for the enhancement of heat and mass
transfer to control peak temperature and achieve high conversion.
Many concepts for catalytic methanators are available [35], e.g., isothermal or adiabatic fixed-bed, fluidized-bed, or structured (honeycomb, micro-channel or sorption enhanced) reactors. Adiabatic fixedbed reactors are the most mature with low complexity and high flexibility; however, due to the exothermic methanation reactions and fast
kinetics, the peak temperature of the reactor may reach as high as 700
°C immediately after the reactions start [36], which can significantly
limit the single-pass conversion. Therefore, adiabatic fixed-bed concepts usually connect 2–5 reactors in series [28,35] with water knockout in between to promote the reaction towards methane production.
To reduce the system complexity and enhance single-pass conversion,
(quasi-) isothermal reactor concepts are under investigation as described in [16,34] with various schemes, e.g., staged CO2 feed [28] and
different cooling schemes [37,38]. However, external, jacketed cooling
with water, steam or thermal oil is usually not sufficient, due to the low
heat transfer coefficient and area. Therefore, internal cooling has been
employed to enhance heat extraction from the reactor, such as via
water cooling [34]; while, it would be beneficial to generate steam
directly from the internal cooling of the reactor, which, on the one
hand, enhances the cooling effect by the two-phase heat transfer, and
on the other hand, produces steam for the SOE, thus increasing overall
heat-integration and efficiency.

desired methane purity (e.g., 98 vol.% for transportation fuel and 96
vol.% for gas-grid injection). Membrane-based upgrading module is
preferred for compact system designs, because of commercial polymer
membranes.
3. Process modeling
3.1. Solid-oxide electrolyzer
3.1.1. Consideration and assumption
A mathematical stack model is established and calibrated with experimental data to reasonably predict the performance for the conditions different from the experimental. The stack model is expected, as
illustrated in Fig. 2, to cope with a wide range of input conditions (feed
conditions (temperature, pressure, flow rate and composition), operating current density (reactant utilization factor, UF) and operating
mode (isothermal or adiabatic)) to provide (a) the outlet conditions, (b)
overpotential distribution, and (c) power consumption as well as heat
exchanged (for isothermal operation). The resulting design/operating
points will be further evaluated with practical constraints. The computational time for a single simulation should be kept as short as possible at the level of milliseconds to be capable of handling a number of
iterations to reach specific design specifications/targets.
To meet the aforementioned requirements, the stack model should
not be as complex as 3D or micro-structure models to reduce computational time, or as simple as lumped or 1D models to decrease the risk
of wrong predictions for the conditions different from the experimental.
Therefore, a quasi-2D (1D + 1D) cell model (as illustrated in Fig. 3) has
been developed considering detailed electrochemistry, mass diffusion,
chemical-reaction kinetics (and/or chemical equilibrium) and interconnect resistances. The cell is discrete along the flow (X) direction,
while both the cathode and anode are discrete vertically. Critical assumptions are made as follows:

2.2. Power-to-methane concept
The power-to-methane system investigated in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 1, following our previous discussion in [26]. The concept
considers both SE (for comparison purpose) and CE to prepare the
feedstocks for downstream methanation subsystem. For SE, CO2 (18) is
fed to the methane synthesis part, while for CE it is directly fed to the
SOE via (20-21-22) by mixing with the fed steam (3) and recirculated
gas (10). In such a case, the flow rates of CO2 (20) and steam (1) can be
adjusted together with other stack operating variables to obtain a gas
composition (12) suitable for downstream synthesis [9].
For the methane synthesis and upgrading subsystem, hydrogen-rich
gas mixture (23) is usually heated up to around 240 °C (25), depending
on the catalysts employed, to start the methanation reactions. For SE,
H2 (12) and CO2 (19) are fed stoichiometrically (ZH2/ZCO2 = 4 ) for CO2
methanation. For CE, the syngas composition (12) is recommended to
achieve a molar-fraction based ratio (ZH2 ZCO2)/(ZCO + ZCO2) of
around 3 [40]. The product (26, a gas mixture of H2, CO, CO2, CH4 and
H2O) is then cooled down under the process pressure (4–30 bar) with
water knock-out, before entering an upgrading module to obtain

– Mass diffusion between gas channels and the triple-phase boundary
(TPB), where electrochemical reactions occur, happens only in a
vertical manner.
– Heat transfer between segments is not calculated in detail but with a
simple energy balance of each segment. There is no temperature
gradient in the Y direction.
– Chemical equilibrium calculation, if applied, is performed only in
gas channels, to avoid heavy computation if employed to each
segment of the electrodes.
– Reaction kinetics for water–gas shift and methane-steam reforming
are employed for each cathode segment.
– The current is attributed to H2O and CO2 splitting following the
physical rule that there is only one common voltage for each

Fig. 2. Model inputs and outputs with critical operating constraints.
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with the average molecular weight Mi, j and mean characteristic length
i, j of a binary mixture (formed by species i and j) calculated by

Mi, j =

2Mi Mj
Mi + Mj

=( i+

i, j

,

(8)
(9)

j )/2,

the dimensionless diffusion collision integral

=

D

=

ij

Zi Nj

j =1

=

p Zi + Zi p + Zi

d p2
)2

72 (1

,

2rg
3

Bp
p ,
eff
DKn,
iµ

p Mi, j

2
i, j

,
D

j.

i, j

kTK

,

i, j

(10)

given as
(11)

(12)

her,TPB

=

1e4 Ji
, i = H2 , CO,
2F

(13)

oer,TPB

=

1e4 JO2
,
4F

(14)

Ni

= ri /3.6,

oer
Ni

= 0,

her

Fi

(15)
(16)

=

her,0

3.6 Ni

+

cirxn, i n eq, irxn ,
irxn

oer
Fi

=

3.6

oer,0
Ni
,

(17)
(18)

where neq, irxn is the extent (kmol/h) of the reaction i rxn due to chemical
equilibrium at the gas channel, cirxn, i is the stoichiometry coefficient (-)
of the species i for the reaction i rxn and is the width of the electrode
(m).
3.1.2.2. Heat transfer. The temperature is uniformly distributed along
Y-direction. The energy balance is formulated as

Eher,gc +

Eoer,gc +

Eelec +

Q loss = 0,

(19)

where Eher = Fher hher and Eoer = Foer h oer are the total enthalpy
(including the enthalpy of formation) of the bulk in the gas channels,
with F and h for molar flowrate (kmol/h) and molar specific enthalpy
(GJ/kmol). The Eelec and Qloss are the electricity consumed and heat
losses to the environment, respectively.

(6)

0.0026TK1.5

1.76474
3.89411

where the ri is the reacting rate (kmol/h/m ) of the species i considering
all chemical reactions.
For the gas channel, the mass transfer is described by considering
the interaction with the mass diffusion within the electrodes:

where rg is the pore radius (m) and Mi is the molecular weight (g/kmol)
2
of the species i. The effective binary diffusion coefficient (Dieff
, j , m /s) of
the species i and j can be calculated as follows:
eff
Dieff
, j = D j, i =

+

3

(5)

8RTK
,
Mi

kT K
i, j

1e4 Ji
, i = H2 O, CO2 ,
2F

her

with the and representing the porosity (-) and tortuosity (-) of the
2
eff
electrodes. The effective Knudsen diffusion coefficient (DKn,
i , m /s) of
the species i is formulated as
eff
DKn,
i =

1.03587
e1.52996

where Ji is the current density (always taken as positive here, A/cm2)
attributed to the active species i, and the positive and negative signs
stand for the diffusion towards the TPB and the gas channels, respectively. Within the electrode, the molar flux originates from the chemical
reactions:

where R is the universal gas constant (J/mol/K), TK is the absolute bulk
gas temperature (K), N is the molar flux (mol/s/m2), Z is the molar
fraction (-), p is the total gas pressure (Pa), n is the number of species
considered, and µ is the viscosity coefficient (Pa s). The permeability B
(m2) can be evaluated by the Kozeny-Carmen equation [50] assuming
that the electrodes are closely packed by spherical particles with a
diameter d p (m):
3

+

=+

NO2

(4)

B=

kT K
i, j

her,TPB

Ni

3.1.2.1. Mass transfer. The dusty-gas model (DGM) is employed to
better describe multi-component gas transport within porous
electrodes. The molar fraction of species i (H2, H2O, CO, CO2, CH4
and N2 for the cathode, O2 and N2 for the anode) can be calculated by
solving Eq. (4)[48,49]:

Dieff
,j

i

Ni

3.1.2. Governing equations
Most of the modeling equations employed below are based on the
methodology developed by the group of Kee and Coltrin, e.g., [46], and
its further improvements by, e.g., [43,47].

Zj Ni

0.193
e0.47635

evaluated by

The values of the characteristic lengths i and i of each species
involved are listed in Table A.1.
The molar flux of each species at each segment should be given to
solve Eq. (4). At the TPB, where the electrochemical reactions occur,
the molar flux of each species i is given as

In the literature, the attribution of current in CE is controversial: (1)
Some believe that CO2 electrolysis can play an important role in CE, for
which the current is attributed via the concentration of H2O and CO2 at
the TPB, e.g., [41–43]. (2) Some believe that CE is dominated by H2O
electrolysis [44], since the electrochemical performances observed
were not affected by the feed compositions given a constant reactant
content [45]. In the model improved in this paper, the attribution of
current is not specified in subjective ways but calculated to ensure the
voltage for H2O splitting and CO2 splitting are the same for each segment.

n

+

0.1561

and average Lennard-Jones characteristic length

segment.

Ni
+
eff
D Kn,
i

( )
kTK
i, j

Fig. 3. Quasi-2D model developed for the solid-oxide cell (adapted from [26])
and a stack model can be aggregated by multiple cells plus the corresponding
interconnects between cells.

R TK

1.06036

D

3.1.2.3. Chemical reaction. Chemical equilibrium in the gas channel can
be calculated to obtain the reaction extents and equilibrium
compositions. The kinetics of the reactions occurring in the electrode
(WGSR and steam-methane reforming reaction (SMRR)) are taken from
solid-oxide fuel cell [51–53] with the reaction rates r (kmol/h/m3)

(7)
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expressed as follows:

rSMRR = 0.053e

82000 1
R
TK

1
873

ZCH4

3.6

JCO = J0,CO e
,

(20)

her

and

rWGSR =

ZCO ZH2O
e 39258

ZCO2 ZH2

2
JCO = JOCO
2

3.6

40.555TK + 0.004375TK2

her L

,

J0,H2 = JH2

3.1.2.4. Electrochemistry. The electrochemistry is expressed for each
electrochemically-active species (H2 and CO):
(22)
where the Nernst potential (Vnernst ) and overpotentials due to the
activation of electrochemical reaction (Vact ), ohmic resistance (Vohm )
and interconnect (Vmic , if applied), can be calculated as follows:

J0,O2 = JO2

Ji = ki e

oer oer,TPB
ZHher,TPB
ptot
ZO2
R TK
2
ln
,
her,TPB
2F
ZH2O

pi =

(24)

JH2 = JOH22 O

H2

= J0,O2

her her
F H
V
2 act,H2
R TK

oer oer
F H
V
2 act,H2
R TK
e

e

,

Ji =

,

,

her,TPB
her,TPB 0.25
(pCO
/ pCO
)
2
her,TPB
her,TPB
pCO
/ pCO + pCO
/ pCO2

1+

(pOher,TPB
/ pO2 )0.25
2
pOher,TPB
/ pO2
2

1+

(29)

,

(30)

,
(31)

Eact, i
R TK ,

(32)

i = H2 , CO, O2 ,

i

2 R TK Mi k d, i e

Ed, i
R TK ,

i = CO2 , CO, H2 ,

i

Ed,O2
R TK .

(33)
(34)

Vohm, i k e
e
TK
e

Ee
R TK

(35)

where k e and Ee are the pre-exponential factor (S K/m) and activation
energy (J/mol) of the Arrhenius expression for the electrolyte, and e is
the thickness (m) of the electrolyte. The values of the parameters are
given in Table A.4.

(25)

her oer
F H
V
2 act,H2
R TK

pHher,TPB
/pH2
2

– Ohmic overpotential due to the electrolyte

– Activation overpotential following Butler-Volmer equation employed in [43]

e

(28)

where is the surface site density (mol/m2), is the sticking coefficient
(-), k d and Ed are the pre-exponential factor (1/s) and activation energy
(J/mol) of the desorption. The values of the parameters involved in
these equations are listed in Table A.3.

her,TPB
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ZO2
R TK
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,
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where ZiTPB is the molar fraction of the species i at the TPB, ptot is the
total pressure (bar) and F is the Faraday constant (9.6485e4 C/mol).

2
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Vnerst,CO
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,

where the k and Eact are the pre-exponential factor (A/cm ) and activation energy (J/mol), given in Table A.2, and

(23)
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,

with the J and p given by [43,46,47,54]:

– Nernst potential including the concentration overpotential (the ln
term)

4 TC + 1.34110) +

oer oer
F CO
Vact,CO
R TK

(pHher,TPB
/ pH2 )0.25 (pHher,TPB
)0.75
2
2O

J0,CO = JCO

her
oer
Vi = Vnernst, i + Vact,
i (Ji ) + V act, i (Ji ) + Vohm, i (Ji ) + Vmic, i (Ji ), i = H2 ,CO

= ( 4.50090 e

= J0,O2 e

her her
F (1 + CO
) Vact,CO
R TK

where J0 is the exchange current density (A/cm ) and is the asymmetry charge-transfer co-efficient of the electrodes (–). The exchange
current density for the electrochemical reactions can be calculated by
the saturation exchange current density (J , A/cm2) and saturation
pressure ( p , bar) at the TPB:

(21)

ri = cSMRR, i rSMRR + c WGSR, i rWGSR

4 TC + 1.20672) +

CO

e

2

with the , , and L are the width (m), thickness (m) and length (m) of
the electrode.
With the calculated reaction rates, the rate (kmol/h/m3) of each
species can be obtained by

= ( 2.87902 e

oer her
F CO
Vact,CO
R TK

– Overpotential related to interconnect
(26)

Ji =

Vmic, i k m
e
TK
m

Em
R TK

Fig. 4. Calibration procedure: from the cell to stack level.
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where k mic and Emic are the pre-exponential factor (S K/m) and activation energy (J/mol) of the Arrhenius expression for the interconnect,
and mic is the thickness (m) of the interconnect. The formulation is
similar to Eq. (35) but only exists at the stack level to represent the
performance difference between the cell and stack tests. The values of
the parameters are also given in Table A.4.
The attribution of current density for H2O and CO2 splitting follows
the physical fact that there is only one voltage for each cell. Therefore,
this voltage-based attribution can be determined by satisfying the Eq.
(37) to each segment:

VCO (JCO) = VH2 (JH2 ).

– Methanation reactor: The model employed does not consider reaction kinetics but is simply based on chemical equilibrium (Requil
model in Aspen Plus). The fixed-bed reactor operating isothermally
at 290 °C (the optimal operating temperature for several commercial
catalysts as identified in [16]) is employed with the outlet gas
reaching chemical equilibrium. Leveling reactor temperature at 290
°C might be achieved by the internal steam generation when the
two-phase heat transfer occurs in the reaction zone. The effects of
operating conditions and gas compositions on the conversion rate
and outlet gas compositions have been discussed in detail in [26]
and will not be repeated here.
– Membrane module: A 1D model applicable for counter-, co- or
cross-flow configurations is employed with all detailed equations
given in [26]. Considering the cost, selectivity and permeability
among various membranes of organic polymers and non-organic
materials, the polyimide membrane is employed with the permeability (Barrer) at 30 °C reported as H2 28.1, N2 0.32, O2 2.13, CH4
0.25, CO2 10.7 [57], and therefore high selectivity: H2/CH4 112.4
and CO2/CH4 42.8.
– Gas compressors: Multi-stage adiabatic compressors with interstage cooling and isentropic compression are considered and modeled by the MCompr model in Aspen Plus. The number of stages is
determined by a maximum pressure ratio of 4 and equal pressure
ratio among all stages. The isentropic efficiency of each stage 75%.
The inter-stage cooling temperature is set at 40 °C. Although isothermal compression requires significantly less work than adiabatic
compression for high final pressure (MPa level) [58], adiabatic
compression considered here will not introduce a big difference in
the system performance indicators, since the major power consumption of power-to-fuel systems comes from electrolysis and
electrical heating (if used).
– DC/AC inverter: The loss of DC/AC converter is not considered.
Introducing inverter losses only reduces all efficiency number proportionally. However, in the supporting information, along with the
discussion in Section 5, the effect of inverter loss (5–10%) is illustrated but is not discussed in detail.
– Heat exchanger network: The heat exchangers are not calculated

(37)

3.1.3. Calibration procedure
The resistance of a stack is contributed mainly by the serial repeating unit (SRU, including cell, interconnect and others). It is recommended to estimate unknown or uncertain parameters based on
consistent experimental test data from cell to stack with both SE and
CE. It is also recommended to follow the procedure given in Fig. 4:
– Step 1: The test data of single-cell SE are employed to calibrate the
unknown or unmeasured parameters related to SE, e.g., material
properties for charge transfer or asymmetry factors of the ButlerVolmer equation.
– Step 2: The test data of single-cell CE are then applied together with
the estimated parameters from step 1 to estimate those parameters
related to CO2 electrolysis.
– Step 3: With the estimated parameters in step 1 and 2, the stack test
data for both steam and CE are employed to calibrate other resistances, particularly, of the interconnect.
With this procedure, the performance difference between stack and
cell is attributed to the interconnect, which is rather ideal in practice,
since the stack performance is affected by many additional factors, e.g.,
flow distribution, sealing effectiveness, etc. In addition, single cell tests
sometimes are conducted with button cells, which may perform differently from the cells with a larger footprint for the stack. Also, it is
recommended to employ the data from different test conditions.
3.1.4. Self-adaptive stack model for downstream synthesis processes
The stack model developed above might not be suitable to simulate
the power-to-fuel systems, since it cannot readily find suitable operating points considering downstream synthesis processes and various
design specifications. The controllable variables of the hot box (the SOE
subsystem) are cathode recirculation ratio, current density (voltage),
CO2 feed flow rate (for CE), and steam and sweep-gas feed flow rates,
which determine, respectively and interactively, the four design specifications: inlet H2 content (usually 10 vol.% [55,56]), reactant utilization, syngas modular number (ZH2 ZCO2)/(ZCO + ZCO2) of the dry
product (for CE only, around 2 for methanolization and 3 for methanation), and the temperature gradient (usually maximum 120 °C between the stack inlet and outlet). It becomes difficult to manually adjust
these variables to satisfy simultaneously these design specifications,
e.g., the expected reactant utilization with suitable syngas for methanation. Therefore, a self-adaptive procedure is proposed in Fig. 5 with
nested iteration loops. Given the inlet parameters, several controllable
variables can be iteratively adjusted to target the expected design
specifications. The obtained operating points can be further evaluated
with other practical constraints, e.g., flow limitation, carbon formation
risk, to find potential operating points.

Fig. 5. Self-adaptive procedure to reach design specifications (in the yellow
diamonds) by changing the controllable variables (italic). The design specification of syngas modular is not active for SE without CO2 flow fed into the
electrolyzer. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

3.2. Other components
The modeling of most of the remaining components have been introduced and discussed in detail in [26] with a summary given below:
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in detail but is estimated by the classical heat cascade calculation
with predefined minimum temperature differences of each heat
flow. The losses of heat exchangers are not considered, since the
heat losses depend on the component design and insulation, and can
hardly be estimated reasonably. However, in the supporting information, along with the discussion in Section 5, the effects of heat
losses (2–5% for the stack, 10% for heat transfer from current industrial practice) are illustrated but not discussed in detail.
– Hot and cold utilities: Only electrical heating is used as the hot
utility and cooling water from the river or lake as the cold utility.
The energy efficiency of electrical resistance heating is assumed as
100%. The cooling water is assumed unlimited at 20 °C.

In this paper, an in-house bi-level optimization platform, OSMOSE,
was employed in a similar fashion as [26]. The upper-level algorithm
generates new designs with a set of new operating/design variables,
which will be specified to the aspen models employed. After solving the
nonlinear aspen models, the simulation results (e.g., mass flowrates of
material flows, temperatures and loads of heat flows) are structured as
the inputs for the lower-level mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
problem to minimize the hot and cold utilities needed to close the energy balance. Afterwards, the objective functions of each conceptual
design with specific operating/design points of the involved components are calculated and piped back to the upper-level algorithm to
decide whether to keep or discard the evaluated designs.
The optimization problem to be investigated is defined by two objective functions, i.e., the overall system efficiency and methane production (the flowrate of the stream 32 in Fig. 1), and five key design
variables. The system efficiency is defined as the ratio of energy (based
on either HHV or lower heating value (LHV)) stored in the methane
produced and the total power consumed by all system components including the SOE, the compressors, fans and pumps, and electrical
heater, which is used as the only hot utility to close energy balance of
the whole system. The decision variables and their bounds considered
are

4. Methodology and specifications for conceptual system design
The effects of design variables on the process design should be investigated not with a specific system layout but at the level of conceptual design, since the improvement of system performance is usually
contributed the most by changing the system layout [59]. Thus, in this
study, the system layout is freed without defining a specific heat exchanger network (HEN), whose performance will be estimated via
classical chemical engineering approach described elsewhere, e.g.,
[39]. For the considered system, it has been proven in [19] that the
system with specifically-designed HEN can perform closely to the corresponding conceptual design, which emphasizes the rationality of such
parametric investigation. However, the conceptual design with variable
system layouts can be difficult to be handled due to the combinatorial
nature of integer variables (particularly involved in the heat-cascade
calculation) and high nonlinearity involved [59], which easily lead the
mathematical problem to a large-scale, difficult-to-solve mixed-integer
nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem. Thus, decomposition
methods are usually employed to cope with the integrity and nonlinearity separately in two levels by hybrid algorithms.

– for the SOE, operating pressure (1.1–30 bar), electrochemical utilization factor (50–80%), steam flowrate (2.5–25 sccm/cm2) and
sweep-air feed flowrate (0–40 sccm/cm2),
– for the methanator, operating pressure (1.1–30 bar), and
– for the membrane module, permeate pressure (0.5–15 bar).
If the sweep-air feed becomes zero, then the SOE will be operated
with pure oxygen production. The fixed parameters are a stack inlet
temperature (700 °C), a maximum temperature difference between the
stack inlet and outlet (120 °C), a methanation temperature (290 °C), a

Fig. 6. Parity plots to show the agreement between prediction and measurement.
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3.1.2 was reformulated in a mathematically-sound way in Aspen
Custom Modeller, as given in Part B of the supporting information. The
parameters to be estimated as listed in Tables A.1 and A.4 include the
pre-exponential factors and activation energy related to exchange current densities (Eq. (32)), the asymmetry factors used for activation
overpotentials (Eqs. (25)–(28)) and the parameters related to the resistance of interconnect (Eq. (36)). The parameter estimation was performed with the geometry parameters given in Table A.5 and other
fixed parameters listed in Tables A.1–A.4 (if references are given). The
estimated values of the chosen parameters are also listed in Tables A.3
and A.4.
The parity plots are used to show the prediction accuracy as shown
in Fig. 6: The closer the scattered points to the reference line, the higher
the accuracy will be. Thus, good agreement has been reached for all
experimental and prediction points under all considered conditions. It is
also observed from Figs. S3–S6 that, for the tests at 700 °C and relatively large current density, the prediction accuracy reduces but remains at a high level. For such conditions, the predicted voltage is
slightly higher than the measured value, which indicates that the reactant starvation may occur at a current density lower than the reality.
Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the calibrated model is satisfactory for the purposes of this paper and the average SRU performance can be aggregated to represent the stack performance.

Fig. 7. The effect of CO2 feed fraction on concentration and activation overpotentials of H2O splitting at 800 °C and 1 bar with the feed molar composition
given in H2/H2O/CO2 (vol.%).

gas-grid pressure (85 bar), and syngas compositions (for CE only) with a
module number (ZH2 ZCO2)/(ZCO + ZCO2) of 3.1.
5. Results and discussion
5.1. SOE model calibration

5.2. Role of CO2 in co-electrolysis

The cell and stack tested were provided by a leading manufacturer
in Europe. The structure of the fuel-electrode supported cells (with an
active area of 80 cm2) is a thin 8 mol.% (YSZ) electrolyte (ca 10 μm), a
porous Ni/YSZ fuel electrode (ca. 250 μm), a (La,Sr)(Co,Fe) O3−δ
(LSCF) perovskite based oxygen electrode, and a Gd2O3-doped CeO2
barrier layer applied on the electrolyte. The cells can be stacked with
ferritic stainless-steel interconnect coated with a MnCo2O4 protective
layer. The tests were performed by Technical University of Denmark
within the scope of ECo [12] for a single cell and Technical Research
Center of Finland within the scope of SOPHIA [60] for a 6-cell SOE
short stack [61]. The single cell was tested at 700/750/800 °C and 1 bar
with the anode swept by an oxygen flow of 145 sccm/cm2 and a
cathode feed of 12 sccm/cm2. The reactant feed compositions (H2/
H2O/CO2, vol.%) are 10/90/00 and 50/50/00 respectively for the SE
tests, and 10/65/25 and 10/45/45 for the CE tests. The J-V curves
obtained are given in Fig. S1. The stack was tested at 700/750/800 °C
and 1 bar with the anode swept by an air flow of 51.4 sccm/cm2 and a
cathode feed of 12 sccm/cm2. The reactant feed compositions (H2/
H2O/CO2, vol.%) are 10/90/00 for the SE tests, and 10/80/10, 10/65/
25 and 10/45/45 for the CE tests. The J-V curves for the average SRU
performance obtained are given in Fig. S2. It is considered that the
employed experimental performances are consistent enough to distinguish the cell and SRU.
To use these test experimental data, the model described in Section

The attribution of current density to H2O and CO2 electrolysis used
in literature is often concentration-based rather than voltage-based as
proposed in Section 3.1.1. To investigate the role of CO2 during CE, a
factor ( ) is defined for each segment to indicate how the obtained
current attribution deviates away from the concentration ratio:

=

ZHTPB
+ ZHTPB
JH2 O
2O
2O
,
JH2O + JCO2
ZHTPB
2O

(38)

where ZiTPB is the molar fraction of the species i at the TPB. The average
factor over all segments, , can thus be used to evaluate the current
attribution of a specific operating point: (1) The closer the to one, the
more confident the current attribution is concentration-based; (2) the
larger the below one, the more dominated the current attribution to
CO2 will be; and (3) the larger the above one, the more dominated the
current attribution to H2O will be.
The profiles versus applied current density for the CE are given in
Fig. S7. It shows that (1) the factor is over one for all points, and (2) the
higher the CO2 feed fraction, the larger the factor will be. Therefore, the
electrochemical splitting of co-electrolysis is dominated by H2O splitting, while the CO2 is converted by RWGSR.
It is also observed from Fig. S2(b) that, at the same temperature, the
operating voltage rises with an increase in the feed CO2 fraction. It is

Fig. 8. Comparison of predicted isothermal (iso) and adiabatic (adi) performances of CE with a reactant feed of 12 sccm/cm2 (10/65/25 vol.% H2/H2O/CO2) and no
sweep gas.
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found that the thermodynamic potential (temperature-dependent part
of the Nernst potential (Eq. (23)), the OER activation overpotential and
the total ohmic overpotential are affected very limited by CO2 concentration (Fig. S8); however, both the overpotentials of concentration
and HER activation increase largely with an increased CO2 fraction
(Fig. 7), due to the decrease in partial pressure of H2O locally at the
TPB.

products with high H/C ratio, i.e., CH4 in the presence of nickel under
high pressure. The above fundamental insights, however, cannot tell
quantitatively: (1) which are the most influential operating variables,
and (2) how much fraction of methane can be achieved inside the stack.
To investigate these, two analyses have been made subsequently.
The five operating variables (i.e., the pressure, current density, UF, inlet
temperature, sweep-air flowrate) are varied first in a one-in-a-time
scheme from the base point. The results in Fig. S9 show that varying a
single variable cannot promote a very high internal methane production. The most influential variable is the operating pressure, which can
bring the outlet methane fraction up to 8% (vol.% dry gas). The current
density and the UF shows limited impacts. Varying solely the inlet
temperature or sweep-air flowrate has a very limited contribution.
However, what will be the maximum methane fraction if the variables
are varied simultaneously?
The preferred conditions to maximize the outlet methane fraction
are further investigated in Fig. 9. Starting from the base point, the four
variables, pressure, UF, sweep-air feed and current density are subsequently investigated by keeping each favored value of each variable
already investigated. The base operating point produces a very limited
amount of methane under atmospheric pressure. By increasing the
pressure up to 30 bar the methane fraction reaches 7% (vol.% dry gas).
Due to the heat released by the methanation reaction, the stack outlet
temperature increases dramatically from 720 °C to 820 °C. When
keeping the pressure at 30 bar and increasing the UF from 50% to 80%,
the methane production is further enhanced with its molar fraction
reaching up to 14%. Consequently, the stack outlet temperature is
further increased up to over 860 °C. To control the stack temperature
within the practical limit, the sweep-air feed is increased up to 30 sccm/
cm2 leading to a drop of the stack operating temperature, which in turn
increases the outlet methane fraction over 22% (vol.% dry gas). The
stack temperature can also be further reduced by lowering the current
density due to less internal heat losses by the reduced overpotential.
The current density should not be too low for economic purpose. At
0.3A/cm2, the outlet methane fraction can even reach close to 30%
with the stack outlet temperature controlled close to the inlet temperature. Therefore, the preferred conditions to promote internal methanation are high pressure, UF and sweep-gas feed as well as small
current density. Considering the variable ranges used in this section, the
conditions to maximize internal methanation is identified as 30 bar,
80% UF, 30 sccm/cm2 sweep-air fed and 0.3 A/cm2 current density.
However, it is not clear whether such operating points with high
internal methanation are favorable from the system viewpoint.
Particularly, compressing air up to 30 bar will penalize the system efficiency. Therefore, the benefits of promoting internal methanation
need to be identified at the level of the overall system.

5.3. Isothermal vs adiabatic operation
Practical (quasi-adiabatic) stack performance differs from the experimental (quasi-isothermal), whose temperature is stabilized by
electrical heating considering internal heat release and large heat losses
(experimental setups are usually not well insulated). There are limited
temperature variations during experiments (below, e.g., 10 °C); however, under adiabatic conditions, the electrochemical performance and
stack temperature strongly interact as exemplarily shown in Fig. 8(a)
for CE: For given feed conditions, an increase in the current density
leads to V-shaped profiles of the stack outlet temperature. When applying no or small current density, the outlet temperature drops due to
the endothermic RWGSR for CO2 conversion. Along with the increase in
current density, the internal heat losses due to overpotentials are increased, thus compensating heat absorbed by the RWGSR and further
elevating the outlet temperature. The temperature variation can be
reduced by increasing sweep-gas feed, which can supply heat to
maintain stack temperature or extract heat to cool down the stack. For
the cases in Fig. 8(a) without sweep gas, the local temperature can be
150 °C less than the inlet temperature under adiabatic operation and
can become even lower considering heat losses in practical applications. As a consequence, the electrochemical performance in practice
might be worse than the experimental (Fig. 8(b)). It is also indicated in
Fig. 8 that high current density might be preferred in practice.
Regarding these observations, the use of experimental cell/stack
results (e.g., area specific resistance at a certain temperature) might
lead to an overestimation of stack and system performances. Therefore,
the procedure described in Section 3.1.4 is recommended to identify
feasible (realistic) stack operating points for system-performance prediction.
5.4. Understanding pressurized operation and internal methanation
5.4.1. At the stack level: conditions to maximize internal methanation
Qualitatively speaking, in a closed reacting system, the exothermic
methanation reaction (Eq. (1)) can be pushed toward methane production by reducing temperature and increasing pressure. However,
since the stack is operated at over 600 °C, the decrease in temperature is
expected to contribute less than the increase in pressure. For internal
methanation, an additional driving force is provided by the continuous
removal of O2 from the reacting mixture via electrolysis of H2O, which
consumes the product H2O and generates the reactant H2, thus enhancing the driving force from the increased partial-pressure difference
between the reactants and products. From the viewpoint of compound
balance, the removal of O2 leads the reacting mixture toward the

5.4.2. At the system level: the effects of operating pressure and internal
methanation
The conceptual system design is re-investigated and compared with
our previous results [26]. The optimization methodology of both studies is the same as briefly described in Section 4, while the major difference comes from the employed SOE models. The first results
Fig. 9. The identification of the conditions to
maximize the internal methanation. Starting
from the base point (A) at 700 °C (inlet temperature) and 1 bar with 1 sccm/cm2 sweep-air
feed and 50% utilization factor, each variable is
assigned successively with the preferred value
from (a) to (d). Note that (1) the CO2 feed flow is
always adjusted to achieve a syngas module for
downstream external methanation, (2) not all
points in the figure are practically feasible considering the maximum-allowed temperature difference inside the stack, and (3) no heat losses
are considered.
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overpotential, which reduces the electrolysis (electrical) efficiency and
thus the system efficiency; and (2) to provide sufficient cooling for the
stack operated with an increased current density, steam feed needs to
be increased, which reduces reactant utilization and worsens systemlevel heat integration. It is also shown that, with the same system efficiency, the newly-obtained Pareto solutions mostly show less methane
yield than the old. This is because of the difference between the electrochemical performances predicted by the two SOE models: With the
new model, the predicted voltage is slightly higher than that of the old
for the same current density, and the difference becomes larger at a
high current density (e.g., over 1.0 A/cm2), which happens due to that
all the employed experimental points are below 1.0 A/cm2. Therefore,
the difference of methane yield is large at the low efficiency part with
large current densities but is reduced gradually with the increase in
system efficiency (the decrease in current density). Nevertheless, all
Pareto fronts show similar trade-offs and it is confident to discuss the
design points with over 80% efficiency (with a relatively low current
density below 0.8 A/cm2).
The main difference caused by introducing chemical equilibrium (or
internal methanation) is illustrated by the Pareto solutions with efficiencies over 80% in Fig. 10(a). From the design point with 0.67 A/cm2
and 1.34 V, the new Pareto front of CE case goes differently from the
old: The efficiency range of the new CE front is extended, reaching up to
90%. The reasons are further investigated by the variations of the key
variables in Fig. 10(b), which shows that, starting from around 80%
efficiency (HHV), the pressurized operation is preferred and, together
with a high UF, the internal methanation is promoted. The maximum
methane fraction obtained is around 15 vol.% (dry gas) with the stack
operated at 15 bar with 2.7 sccm/cm2 steam feed, 80% UF (corresponding to 0.26 A/cm2) and no sweep gas. This point is quite far away
from the favorable conditions identified at the stack level with a methane fraction (dry gas) of 30 vol.% (Section 5.4.1). Particularly, large
sweep-gas feed for pressurized operation is not preferred to enhance
system efficiency. The expected electrolysis pressure is not as high as
30 bar.
The remaining questions become (1) why the internal methanation
becomes preferred starting from a relatively small current density/
voltage (below 0.6 A/cm2 at 700 °C (stack inlet temperature)) and (2)
why the maximum amount of internal methanation expected is less
from the system perspective? These are due to the interaction among
electrochemistry (J-V variation in Fig. 10(a)), internal methanation
(Fig. 10)) and stack temperature (Fig. 10(c)). When the voltage (overpotential) becomes not enough to maintain the stack temperature as
high as possible to ensure the highest possible electrolysis efficiency,
the strongly-exothermic methanation reaction will be promoted internally, which requires a pressurized operation. As shown in Fig. 10(c),
the outlet temperature of the old CE case without internal methanation
drops, since no other heat sources in the stack can compensate the reduced heat produced (due to the decreased overpotentials) so that the
high stack temperature can be maintained; while, the outlet temperature of the new CE case remains at the highest with the additional heat
internally released from the promoted internal methanation. Also, the
amount of internal methanation cannot be too large as well, which will
result in too much heat released and unacceptable temperature difference inside the stack.
Therefore, it can be concluded that (1) the internal methanation is
an efficient way of directly transferring the methanation heat to
maintain high stack temperature, (2) the internal methanation should
be well controlled to avoid a large increase in stack temperature, and
(3) to maximize internal methanation the stack should be operated with
a low current density.
The selection of stack operating points needs to consider the economic viability. The promotion of internal methanation under highpressure CE has been expected to reduce the sizes and costs of downstream catalytic methanator and upgrading units. However, as discussed above, to have decent internal methanation, the current density

Fig. 10. System-level investigation on the pressurized operation and internal
methanation with the optimization specifications given in Section 4. As a
comparison, the calculations based on the old SOE model employed in [26] are
also given (in gray). The methane yield is for a system with a stack of a total
active area of 5120 cm2. The figures presented here do not consider the AC/DC
inverter losses and heat losses; however, the effects of these two type of losses
are illustrated in Figs. S10 and S11. All these losses might cause a decrease in
the system efficiency by up to 8 percentage points.

(Fig. 10(a)) obtained from the bi-objective optimization are the tradeoff between methane yield and system efficiency, as comprehensively
discussed in [26,59,62]: The increase in methane yield leads to a decrease in system efficiency. The major reasons are (1) the increase in
current density to boost methane yield leads to an increased
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needs to be below 0.5 A/cm2 for a stack-outlet methane fraction of over
5 vol.% (dry gas) and 0.4 for over 10 vol.%. Compared with the atmospheric CE at a higher current density, the promotion of internal
methanation lowers the total methane yield for the same SOE hardware
but enhances system efficiency. Therefore, from an economic viewpoint, the use of internal methanation eventually will be a decision
considering (1) the reduction of investment costs of downstream processes, (2) the increase in the investments related to the SOE (e.g., the
pressure vessel, the increased number of stacks, and the change of stack
replacements), and (3) the decrease in operating costs by the reduced
electricity consumption due to efficiency improvement.

well. Employing the cell/stack performances obtained from isothermal laboratory tests for system design might lead to an overestimation of system performances.
– Internal methanation can be effectively promoted by enhancing
partial-pressure driving force via high pressure and reactant utilization. High sweep-gas feed and low current density are preferred to
control the stack temperature for high internal methanation. A high
methane fraction at the stack outlet, 30 vol.% (dry gas), might be
obtained at 30 bar and 0.3 A/cm2 with a reactant utilization 80%
and an air feed 30 sccm/cm2.
– From a system perspective, the maximum-achievable methane
fraction inside the stack is lower, 15 vol.% (dry gas) at 15 bar for
0.27 A/cm2 with 80% reactant utilization and no sweep gas.
Without sweep gas, as preferred for high system efficiency, the
strongly-exothermic internal methanation needs to be well controlled to avoid too large increase in stack temperature.
– Internal methanation can serve as an internal heat source to maintain high stack temperature, which is especially preferred when the
stack is operated with a low current density. With internal methanation, co-electrolysis based power-to-methane can achieve higher
system efficiency than the steam-electrolysis based (90% vs 86% on
higher heating value or 83% vs 79% on lower heating value with
heat and inverter losses).

6. Conclusions
Several fundamental design issues for the co-electrolysis based
power-to-methane systems were addressed to identify the benefits and
conditions of pressurized operation and internal methanation. The
electrolyzer model developed previously in [26] was further improved
by introducing the chemical equilibrium for internal methanation and
then calibrated with a large set of test data. With the newly calibrated
model, the role of CO2 in co-electrolysis and the difference between the
experimental (quasi-isothermal) and practical (quasi-adiabatic) performances were studied. Afterwards, the conditions and extents of
pressurized operation and internal methanation were identified from
both the stack and system levels. The major conclusions include:
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Appendix A. Known or estimated parameters for the SOE model
See Tables A.1–A.5.
Table A.1
Mean characteristic lengths of the involved species [63].
CO

CO2

H2

CH4

H2O

N2

O2

3.69
91.7

3.941
195.2

2.827
59.7

3.758
148.6

2.641
809.1

3.798
71.4

3.467
106.7

Table A.2
Parameters used in Eqs. (25)–(28) and (32) to calculate exchange current densities and activation overpotentials. (The values are estimated if references not
given.)
Active species

her ,

H2
CO
O2

0.7
0.5

oer ,

–

–

0.1
0.1

k, A/cm2

Eact , J/mol

130524.762
1e−5
76902.899

9.6e4 [43]
1.31e5 [43]
8.875e4 [43]

Table A.3
Parameters employed in Eqs. (33) and (34) to calculate the saturation pressures.

CO2
CO
H2
O2

Surface type

Source

Nickel
Nickel
Nickel
LSM

[64]
[64]
[46]
[54]

Eq. num.

, mol/m2

Eq.
Eq.
Eq.
Eq.

2.6e−5
2.6e−5
2.6e−5

(33)
(33)
(33)
(34)

1443

,–

k d , 1/s

Ed , J/mol

1e−5
5e−1
1e−2

6.447e7
3.56e11
1.453e1
4.9e9 atm

2.598e4
1.1127e5
8.812e4
2.00e5
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Table A.4
Parameters used in Eqs. (35) and (36) to calculate the ohmic overpotential.

Electrolyte ohmic resistance
Interconnect ohmic resistance

k, S K/m

E, J/mol

3.6e5
5.264e1

8.0e4
4.085e4

Table A.5
Cell geometry employed for model calibration.
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Cell length
Cell width
Cathode thickness
Anode thickness
Electrolyte thickness
Particle diameter

L

0.1 m
0.08 m
2.20e−4 m
2.0e−5 m
1.2e−5 m
3.7646e-7 m

her
oer
e

dp

Pore radius

rg

Cathode porosity
Anode porosity
Cathode tortuosity
Anode tortuosity

her

oer
her
her

1.75e−6 m
0.309
0.4
2.5244
2.5244

Appendix B. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apenergy.2019.05.098.
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